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looking to invest in a
top-performing equity fund?
2 year return

26.79% p.a.
Momentum Top 25 Fund

FTSE/JSE All Share total return 25.64% p.a.
FTSE/JSE SWIX total return 25.09% p.a.
FTSE/JSE SWIX 40 total return 24.71% p.a.

SA equity general sector average 21.37% p.a.

.
Look no further. Launched on 1 April 2012, the Momentum Top 25 Fund is a top-performing fund delivering a
return of 25.19% per annum since its inception and 26.79% per annum for the last two years. The Momentum
Top 25 Fund ranks 4/125 (one year) and 14/112 (two years)* in the SA-equity-general sector. The fund offers
potential for significant through-the-cycle alpha generation and is backed by an expert asset management
team with a robust investment philosophy and process.
For more information, email us on AM.Clientservice@momentum.co.za or call 0860 111 899.

TT T25 14082014

* Morningstar Direct (31 July 2014)

The above portfolio performance is calculated on a NAV to NAV basis and does not take any initial fees into account. Income is reinvested on the ex-dividend date. Actual investment
performance will differ based on the initial fees applicable, the actual investment date and the date of reinvestment of income. Past performance is not necessarily an indication of
future performance. Collective Investment Schemes (CIS) in securities are generally medium to long-term investments. The value of participatory interests may go down as well as
up. The Momentum Top 25 Fund forms part of the Momentum Collective Investments (RF) (Pty) Ltd scheme and is managed by Momentum Asset Management (Pty) Ltd. This does not
constitute financial advice and investors should always consult with their financial advisers.
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FIRST WORD
Red flag
P-Day for pensions preservation should not become Postponement Day.
There are unfortunate signs that it might. Minister Nene must take a stand.

G

ive South Africans a chance to politicise
anything, and there’s a numbing predictability
that they will. Now it’s the turn of mandatory
pensions preservation, a national necessity that can be
cartwheeled by misinformation and opportunism into
yet another round of struggle.
Two things are evident. First is that Nhlanhla Nene,
the new minister of finance, cannot position himself
above the fray. He cannot leave officials of National
Treasury, who’ve expended endless effort in consulting
with every nook and cranny of interested parties
including trade unions, hanging out to dry in the
internecine conflict that threatens.
He must provide the leadership, afforded by his
office, to bring the factions into line behind the
department that he heads. Presumably it’s government,
not labour, that runs the country.
Second is that a mass educational campaign,
particularly on a topic so vital as retirement-fund
reform, cannot be conducted by press release. An
inflammatory newspaper report, followed by a
considered Treasury response, simply doesn’t cut the
mustard. Painful lessons are being learned, yet again,
that the absence of ground-up savings awareness
allows space for populist hell-raising.

This was illustrated in July by a “warning” from
the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) that
the introduction of mandatory preservation could
cause widespread strikes and protests. The warning
is to be taken seriously, not only as an indicator of
tensions within Nedlac but also because preservation
is a pillar of retirement reform. Misinterpreted and
misunderstood, preservation becomes political
firewood.
NUM general secretary Frans Baleni has stressed
that he is not opposed to the principle of preservation.
However, he urges, better “education” is needed
because union members believe government intends
to steal their money. He speaks of a “united labour”
against Treasury and expresses anger that it had
developed timelines before Nedlac had agreed to the
proposals.
The best Treasury could do in reply was put out
a factual statement on the impact of the proposed
retirement reforms, hoping beyond hope that it would
be widely disseminated and properly interpreted. At
this late stage, it’s ominous that Treasury still has to
provide assurances. Government “has no intention
to nationalise people’s pension/provident funds or
prevent them from accessing their money”, it says
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EXAMPLES OF HOW THE ANNUITISATION REQUIREMENT
FOR PROVIDENT-FUND BENEFITS WILL APPLY

Source: National Treasury

defensively.
These are signals of a hothouse once more in
the ascendency. Recall that it’s been a decade since
Treasury published its first discussion paper on
retirement-fund reform. Are we in for another decade
of excitement and stalling, excitement and stalling?
Please not.
But intimations from within Nedlac are that
labour representatives are giving Treasury a hard

time, turning their back on preservation until
government has in place a mooted National Savings
& Social Security Fund and a National Health
Insurance scheme. Since these will take years to
design and implement, the proposed P-Day – when
preservation becomes mandatory, with all its flexibility
to accommodate lower-paid workers – might not be
around the corner.
Perhaps the labour representatives are exploiting
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Nene . . . preserve us
the preservation issue to force government into
commitments on an NSSSF and NHI; at the outset,
Cosatu’s stance was that it would not support
retirement reform until an NSSSF was in place. Or
perhaps this is part of the interplay between rival
unions; the Cosatu-aligned NUM, for instance,
wanting to grandstand against Amcu. Or perhaps it’s a
convenient lever to undermine Treasury; some union
factions are not enamoured by its support for the
National Development Plan.
Either way, the imminence of mandatory
preservation possibly dissipates. Either way, the
threatened resistance to preservation can become as
explosive as it was in the early-1980s, leading to strikes
so protracted and violent that eventually government
had to abandon its attempts to introduce preservation
(TT Sept-Nov ’12).
Then, the fuel was about an apartheid government

wanting to use workers’ money for financing of
government projects. Despite key differentiators, this
time it’s an ANC government that isn’t trusted.
Treasury has consulted this way and that,
through every representative forum that it can, but
seemingly its message has not got through to rankand-file workers. Therein lies the danger for political
manoeuvre. Once the warning of a tinder box has been
given, more effective methods of mass communication
must be found – they do exist – to get across not
only the benefits of preservation to individual fund
members (like compound interest) but also the
impacts relative to their individual circumstances (like
withdrawal allowances).
For these Treasury proposals are preservation
‘lite’, bending backwards to minimise and even avoid
adverse effects on the lower-paid: protection of vested
rights (any rights now in force won’t change), access
to pre-retirement savings (ability to cash in up to
R150 000 as a lump sum), a gradual transition to new
annuitisation requirements (retirees from provident
funds to start being affected from 2020), and so on.
In reality, lower-paid workers will hardly be
affected by preservation. The majority, shown by
research to have less than R150 000 in retirement
savings, won’t be affected at all. They’d be no worse
off with the present social grants, but conceivably
better off with an NSSSF and NHI. Hence the linkage.
It’s clever politics, but paradoxical. A strikes-ridden
economy makes social security all the more difficult to
finance.
Delay or no delay of P-Day, set for March 1, the
rest of the reform process seems relentlessly on track:
default options, portability, product simplification,
cost reductions and the like. T-Day, when the tax
changes and savings incentives take effect, remains
immutable for this same date.
So much good work has been done. So myriad are
the advantages to be derived. So much damage can be
caused by their disruption.
Minister Nene now has the opportunity, and the
obligation, to be heard.
n
Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director
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TRANSNET FUNDS

Start of a long haul
Fund rules are fund rules. But what precisely, in this instance, are the rules
that apply? And were they broken? A highly emotive multi-billion
rand class action will provide the answers, eventually.

R

ound one goes to Johan Pretorius and Johan
Kruger, respectively members of the Transport
Pension Fund (TPS) and the Transnet Second
Defined Benefit Fund (TSDBF). They’ve been granted
permission by the North Gauteng High Court to
launch a class action, against the funds and Transnet,
on behalf of former Transnet employees.
Pretorius and Kruger, the applicants, put the total
loss of one fund at R85,5bn arising from “unlawful
transactions at the behest of Transnet” that followed
the commercialisation of the old SA Transport
Services. Their application is replete with examples of
“dire hardship” caused to particular fund members by,
amongst other things, the fund trustees abandoning
the “reasonable benefit expectations” enjoyed by fund
members prior to 1999”.
The court papers, with annexures, run to hundreds
of pages. They delve into substantive issues, but it
wasn’t necessary for Justice Makgoba to rule on them.
Mindful that the funds are governed by their own
statute, he left as an “open question” whether the
Pension Funds Act applied.
If the Act did apply, the funds would have been
subject to supervision by the Financial Services
Board and the members could have complained to
the Pension Funds Adjudicator. If it didn’t, there’s a

possibility of numerous arguments by the applicants
being challenged on the basis that they were made on
the assumption that the Act had relevance.
All the court was asked to do, and did do at this
early stage, was grant Pretorius and Kruger the relief
they sought; essentially, allow them to lead a class
action “to enforce legislative provisions which they
interpret as creating an obligation on Transnet and a
guarantee on the State to pay a pension benefit which
existed in 1990 and which allegedly is due and payable
to the TSDBF and TPF”. For good measure, throw in
the computation for a quarter century of compound
interest too.
It will take a while before anything further happens.
The funds and Transnet will need time to consider an
appeal. They had contended that the proposed action
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was not “triable” (capable of being decided judicially).
How long will it take into the litigation, once it
eventuates, before a court can determine whether
they’re right?
Also, the judge set out a series of timescales for
former employees to be notified and elect whether
to be included in the action. Should none opt out,
the action is estimated to involve over 65 000 former
employees. They’d need to take a view on their
possible liability for costs, should the action fail,
and their potential benefits should it succeed. These
numbers have yet to be quantified.
There are imponderables for Transnet too. The
longer this action hangs over its head, with the risk
exposure uncertain, the more likely an adverse impact
for its rating in the bond market. Transnet might
be confronted by a higher cost of capital for urgent
investment in infrastructure. That must be a concern
of Transnet, not of the applicants.

P

retorius and Kruger alleged that, prior to
establishment of Transnet, SATS had given an
undertaking to employees that its commercialisation
would not affect any of the service benefits (including
pension benefits) they’d enjoyed. However, during
2001 the TSDBF trustees established a pensionincrease policy which constituted a material departure
from existing policy. They want the funds to
recalculate members’ pension increases in accordance
with the policy that applied before August 1999, and to
pay members the recalculated increases.
The funds reserved their rights “to deal with the
material allegations relating to the merits of the claims
against them” in defending the proposed class action,
said principal officer Petrus Maritz. “Having regard
to the founding affidavit and the draft particulars of
claim,” he believed, “the applicants do not seek any
direct relief against either of the funds.”
For its part, Transnet contended that the applicants
appeared to confuse the trustees’ duty to act diligently

9

for the funds – both of them defined-benefit, both of
them legal entities separate from Transnet -- with the
duty of Transnet to pay into the funds the amounts,
should it be necessary, for the funds to meet their
obligations. Amongst its other contentions:
u The funds, including its predecessors (the SATS
funds), had never been obliged by their rules to pay
pensioners more than a 2% annual increase;
u Without sufficient information, the allegations of
impoverishment and impairment of the right
to social security of a “high percentage” of fund
members are too general to enable a response;
u Transnet (as the employer) had approved rule
amendments that will permit additional pension
increases and bonus payments by the funds;
u The applicants had not alleged that the funds were
unable to meet their obligations to members i.e.
the class of persons whom the applicants seek to
represent;
u The benefits legally due to pensioners and
beneficiaries have always been met by the funds;
u There is no allegation that the funds have not
complied with their rule objectives in providing
benefits to members;
u The applicants seek to interpret the funds’ rules
on behalf of the trustees and to dictate to them
the manner in which they must exercise their
duties as trustees, and the applicants have not put
forward any evidence to support their “sweeping”
allegations that the trustees were acting at the
behest of Transnet;
u At all relevant times, members of the funds were

10
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represented on the boards of the TPF and TSDBF
either through trade-union representatives or
through trustees directly appointed by pensioners,
beneficiaries and members;
u Transnet approves bonuses which are
recommended by the TSDBF trustees. These
bonuses are paid to beneficiaries, resulting in
pensioners receiving “improvement of 70%
inflation” since 2007 when the rule was introduced.
Back to the applicants’ founding affidavit. They
want to claim against Transnet for repayment of all
surpluses in TPS and TDBPF “that Transnet received
by way of agreement with the trustees”.
They also intend to make a claim “based on the

failure by the trustees...to comply with the substantive
reasonable benefit expectations of members”. They’ll
ask the court to confirm this expectation “and direct
the trustees of the respective funds to implement
and correct the pension increases of members in
accordance with this entrenched policy”.
The funds and Transnet were ordered to pay the
costs of the application.
n
•

J G Celliers SC, L Kellerman and S J Coetzee
(instructed by Geyser & Coetzee) appeared for the
applicants; M Antonie SC (Werksmans) appeared for the
two funds, while C D A Loxton SC, M A Chohan and
B L Makola (Bowman Gilfillan) appeared for
Transnet.
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ADJUDICATOR

Strong-arm tactics
won’t work
Administrators who might think of bullying fund trustees
had better think again. Fair warning is provided.

A

on SA has been stung by a determination
of the Pension Funds Adjudicator. Finding
in favour of the tiny Alfred Teves Retirement
Fund (ATRF), Muvhango Lukhaimane has held
that Aon committed an “act of manipulation” by a
settlement offer “not made in good faith”.
The settlement proposed by Aon, before the
complaint was brought to the Adjudicator, was to
compensate ATRF for losses caused by Aon having
disinvested monies from certain fund portfolios
without the trustees’ authority. Overriding a settlement
offer that had been made without prejudice, the
Adjudicator ordered Aon to pay the fund R925 000
plus annual interest at 15,5% from September 2012
so that ATRF would be in the same position it would
have occupied had Aon not wrongfully disinvested the
fund’s assets.
Lukhaimane stated: “This tribunal views (Aon’s)
attempt to manipulate (ATRF) to accede to its offer
in a negative light as it is contrary to the powers and
duties of the administrator in terms of s13B(5) of
the Pension Funds Act. Thus, ATRF has a right to
be protected against negligence which is enforceable
against (Aon) and can also reserve its rights to future
claims against (Aon).”

“This tribunal views (Aon’s)
attempt to manipulate
(ATRF) to accede to its offer in
a negative light as it is
contrary to the powers and
duties of the administrator
in terms of s13B(5) of the
Pension Funds Act.
Aon had admitted the loss – the difference between
interest earned on monies deposited in a bank
account and the value of the portfolios had the assets
remained invested where they were – but refused to
make a reimbursement until the ATRF board met two
conditions.
One was to agree that Aon rebuild the fund’s
administration records from 2005-06 at a proposed
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Lukhaimane . . . no you don’t
cost of R460 000. Being a 40-member fund, ATRF
considered this amount excessive. The other condition
was that ATRF waive all further potential claims.
ATRF’s position was that it would not accept
a settlement that would result in prejudice to its
members. Aon’s position was, in effect, that the rebuild
had to be completed for the fund’s records to be
trusted. While awaiting the trustees’ approval for the
rebuild, aspects of administration – financials, benefit
payments and statutory valuations – all stalled.
Aon told the Adjudicator that it had made ATRF
aware of the R925 000 computation in November
2012 but that the fund had decided to appoint an
independent third party (Cadiant Partners) to,
amongst other things, independently verify the
accuracy of the computation. It submitted that no
communication was received from ATRF or Cadiant
as to whether it agreed with the computation until the
complaint had been lodged with the Adjudicator.
Further, said Aon, due to the length of time that
had expired between November 2012 (when the
computation was communicated) and March 2014
(when the complaint was lodged), it was unreasonable
to expect that it be held liable for interest lost over this
period. It had no control over the mandate that ATRF
had provided to Cadiant and believed that ATRF was
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accountable for any interest lost over this period.
ATRF countered that the only settlement offer
made to it by Aon, regarding the damages caused, was
“without prejudice” on May 15 2014. This offer had
to be “held in abeyance” pending the return to SA of
Aon’s Mark Jones.
Contrary to the allegation that ATRF had not
responded, it produced a response to Jones. It
also enclosed Jones’ response to concerns that the
settlement proposal did not include an offer to pay
fund returns for the period between calculation of
the agreed loss and the payment being made. It was
indicated that, on May 16 2014, Jones stated (again
without prejudice) that “he might be able to do
something on the interest if he had confirmation that
this is the only claim the (ATRF) board would raise”.
The fund was not prepared to accept a settlement
where Aon refused to pay the amount of damages
between the date of calculation and date of the offer,
almost 18 months later. It also denied that the board
had appointed an independent third party to conduct
its own valuation and verify the rebuild of member
records. Moreover, contrary to the Aon allegation
that ATRF did not indicate its agreement with the
computation until the complaint was lodged with
the Adjudicator, ATRF attached correspondence
demanding payment of the R925 000 plus fund
returns.
Aon, the Adjudicator held, had no authority to
disinvest ATRF’s assets without instructions from the
board to do so. This was explicit in the administration
agreement between Aon and the fund. In having acted
without ATRF’s authority, Lukhaimane ruled, Aon had
“acted contrary to the provisions of the administration
agreement which amounts to a breach of contract”. It
was a “wrongful act”.
u Virgilio da Silva of Cadiant Partners – the
third-party consultant to ATRF with himself as the
valuator – says that Cadiant included the rebuild
of member accounts as part of the fund’s statutory
valuations for 2009 and 2012. Total cost to the fund
for each of the two outstanding valuations (which
had to be done in any event) was R55 000 + vat plus
R40 000 for work on the period prior to 2006.
n
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Crunch for umbrella funds
Now is the right time to review the model, believes
Sanlam Employee Benefits special projects head David Gluckman.

R

etirement fund reform is essentially a quest for a new
and better retirement funding model that better serves
the majority of employed South Africans.
SA has made significant progress since this journey
started around a decade ago. The National Social Security
System theoretical debate has evolved to the point
where more practical shorter-term measures to improve
outcomes for members have come to the fore e.g.
harmonisation of retirement funding vehicles, appropriate
use of defaults, measures to increase preservation and to
decrease charges.
Retirement fund consolidation has been the key trend
over the past decade, just as conversion from definedbenefit to defined-contribution funds was the previous
trend. The number of active retirement funds has radically
reduced, and the multi-employer commercial umbrella
fund market is substantial with assets and members now
probably in excess of R150bn and 1,5m respectively.
National Treasury acknowledged the potential benefits
of umbrella funds in a paper released with the 2014
Budget: “It is not economical for every small employer to
have their own employee fund. Rather, small employers
and their employees should benefit by joining multiemployer schemes of one kind or another.” It went on to
highlight such governance concerns as ill-trained trustees
and conflicts of interest.
National Treasury also indicated that, to try further
improve the model in the interests of members, it would
embark on a consultative process with umbrella funds. The
industry seems to agree that the time is now right for such
a review.
But I question whether the road to the optimal model
lies in trying to adapt the model within the context of a
1956 Pension Funds Act. Maybe completely new back-tobasics thinking is required?
The 2014 Sanlam Benchmark Survey indicates many
positive signals for the umbrella fund industry:
• Employers appear to follow sound decision-making
processes in choosing an umbrella fund, the top

•

•

•
•

three reasons for joining being cost savings, better
administration and better expertise;
Charges continue to move in the right direction
with operating expenses (all charges other than assetmanagement fees) falling from 0,90% of assets in 2013
to 0,71% of assets in 2014;
A quantum improvement in employer awareness
of charges (albeit from a low base) since we started
measuring this indicator in 2010;
Much more regular market testing of the competiveness
of charges via umbrella fund rebroking exercises;
High levels of clients’ satisfaction both with the
financial strength and ethics of their chosen umbrella
fund sponsor.

We should focus our energies on ensuring
that the industry becomes more competitive,
e.g. introducing a legal requirement that
every umbrella-fund participant receives
three competitive umbrella-fund
quotations every three years.
But scratching beneath the surface also indicates some
significant challenges with the existing model:
• The market is increasingly dominated by five major
providers that today collectively comprise an
approximate 80% market share. Concerns therefore
can be expressed whether the optimum benefits from
competitive forces will be harnessed;
• Significant new entrants do not appear to be
entering the market;
• The Benchmark Survey results lay to rest any
thoughts that commercial umbrella fund trustees
are truly acting independently as regards investment
strategies (40% of surveyed employers stated that
investments are automatically placed with the fund
sponsor and 72% of available investment portfolios are
managed by the in-house investment manager).
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these are not the skills sets required to achieve growth
Marketing, distribution and product development skills are
required, not to mention access to capital. It is clear to me
that boards of trustees are in no position to achieve the
necessary growth to benefit members without the support
and leadership on an institutional sponsor.
The Benchmark Survey results clearly indicate that
clients regard umbrella funds as products. Perhaps
herein lies the solution. Let’s not focus reform efforts on
upskilling trustees to perform conventional governance
better when this is in any event not sufficient to achieve
the desired outcomes for members.

Gluckman . . . think afresh
Further, the existing legal framework does not appear
to adequately protect members. One long-running dispute
over alleged administration errors resulted in the Pension
Funds Adjudicator ruling two years ago that four umbrella
fund trustees make good R20m to members. There are
perhaps too many parties involved to expect any other
outcome here other than the blame game. We are now in
2014 and still the legal arguments are unresolved.

C

ompare this to the Toyota worldwide recall of 7,3m
vehicles for malfunctioning power-window switches in
2012. Customers in that case had the problem fixed before
they were even aware there was a problem!
So maybe instead of trying to force a new retirement
funding model to fit a 1956 legislative framework, we
should take a lesson in client centricity from the motor
industry and come up with a completely new and improved
legislative framework for umbrella funds.
I believe there are more serious concerns about the
trustee model in this environment than those concerns
identified by National Treasury. The umbrella fund model
is essentially about creating scale and efficiencies so that
these can ultimately be passed onto members in the form
of better retirement outcomes.
It means that growth is imperative for any commercial
umbrella fund. At present boards of trustees typically
have skill sets covering aspects such as investments,
insurance, law, communication and governance. But

I

suggest we rather focus energies in ensuring the industry
becomes even more competitive e.g. a legal requirement
that every umbrella fund participant must obtain three
competitor umbrella-fund quotations at least once every
three years. To my mind, this will clearly benefit members
much more than training trustees. Obviously, standard
disclosure methodologies are also essential for this to
work.
To make it work, the legal framework must be
completely rethought. It’s a new model and it requires new
thinking. The role of the institutional sponsor is key and
should be clearly defined in law.
And rather than asking boards of trustees to take
accountability for issues beyond their natural skills
sets, let’s rather get them to focus on their core role
of representing the members in interactions with
the institutional sponsor. In this product model, the
institutional sponsor then takes the final decisions on
product structures and also stands behind the umbrella
fund if anything goes wrong.
So now is truly is the crunch time for umbrella funds.
We should work together to put in place a new and
improved model that builds on the good that has already
been achieved, simultaneously tackling the cracks in the
model that have become evident.
www.seb.co.za
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CURRENTS

If you pay peanuts. . .
. . . you can still get good trustees motivated by public spirit more than money.
PwC survey focuses attention.

T

he matter of remuneration for retirementfund trustees and principal officers needs to be
properly addressed. But how? By whom? And
in accordance with what guidelines?
For too long, the subject has been left up in the
air. Some funds do remunerate; others don’t. Some
succeed in attracting knowledgeable professionals;
others rely on member representatives elected by
popular ballot. Some pay quite generously; others
turn a blind eye to indirect payment by third parties
through gifts and entertainment.
This catch-as-catch-can type of situation will be
turned onto its head by the imminence of regulation
to impose “fit and proper” requirements to serve as
trustees. These include not only tests of probity but
also of adequate training.
The principles can hardly be faulted, if good
governance is to be advanced, but the practicalities
are less easy. For professionalisation comes at a cost.
It will have to be at a cost to the funds, kept as low
as possible for the sake of their members, but at the
same time be as high as necessary to make it worth
the while of individuals suitably competent to handle
an increasingly complex regulatory environment; also,
amongst other things, to allow continuous professional
development and to accept personal liability.
It goes without saying that the hefty commitments
are needed to spend time attending and preparing
for board meetings, just as they are for directors of
public companies. Although the responsibilities of
trustees and directors are similar, however, their

remuneration levels aren’t. Another difference is that
directors’ remuneration is publicly disclosed, enabling
comparisons specific to respective companies.
The best that retirement funds can do – and it is
the best, because there’s nothing else like it – is rely
for guidance on the latest two-yearly PwC survey
that quantifies remuneration trends. It’s exhaustive
but it’s also exasperating in that it illustrates the huge
discrepancies even between funds of similar sizes.
The survey points out that for specialist funds
(e.g. umbrellas and RAs), the median band for
chairpersons, trustees and professional trustees is the
same at R10 000 and R50 000 whereas the standalones
pay more than the specialist funds at almost all
levels: “This is perhaps because the sponsors typically
associated with specialist funds are probably checking
and monitoring costs more closely.”
The picture is not entirely sombre. There might
be additional payments for serving on board subcommittees, and many professional trustees perhaps
serve at more than one fund. Still, they shouldn’t
look to give up their day jobs just yet. Of the 183
funds which responded to the PwC survey, only 11%
remunerated all trustees; 39% remunerated some
trustees, and 50% didn’t remunerate any at all.
Better to be a principal officer. The median across
all funds was R350 000-R600 000, while 31% of
principal officers at large funds (R1bn-plus assets)
were getting over R1m a year. Chief executives of
public companies and retirement funds aren’t exactly
in the same league.
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A miracle!

Q

uite suddenly, and most surprisingly, reports by
curator Tony Mostert have begun to trickle onto
the FSB website. This is a pleasant shock to the system,
given the war of words between FSB executive officer
Dube Tshidi and TT (see elsewhere in this edition).
The trickle started in early August and, by the time
of going to press, a few more reports had appeared. They
don’t precisely answer the questions raised (TT JuneAug), but they are cracks in the silence. Something, or
somebody, might have caused Tshidi to relent.
The reports, which appear to be randomly
selected, don’t make for easy reading. Sometimes they
agglomerate batches of fees. Sometimes they disclose
fees over a period of months, and at other times since
the curatorship commenced. Sometimes they offer
screeds of detail on litigation. The report for a Sable
fund actually says that it “should be read with the
previous oral and other interim written reports”; oral
reports being impossible to read and previous written
reports not being available.
All of which contrasts with the clarity in the latest
report on Fidentia compiled by its curators, George
Papadakis and Dines Gihwala. Whatever else is said
about them, their reporting is not obscure.
There, neatly tabulated for the world to see, are
details of defendants/respondents; attorneys of record;
amounts claimed; amounts recovered; curators’ fees,
lawyers’ fees and other disbursements. It’s a reporting
model that other curators could emulate, and perhaps
that the FSB should require as the standard.
Now that Tshidi has kindly broken the ice, it is
reasonable to expect a thaw. Of the various reports
still outstanding, the series dealing with the Saccawu
fund (which has been under curatorship for 14 years)
is still awaited. At present, the only Saccawu document
shown on the website as a curator’s report is an FSB
press release of two years ago.

Great research

I

t’s impossible to do justice in a few hundred
words to the annual Sanlam Benchmark Survey
and the Old Mutual Savings & Investment Monitor,
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both invaluable contributions to the state of play in
the retirement-fund industry. Fortunately, they’re
accessible on the companies’ respective websites where
it’s best to analyse their findings in context.
Predictably, their focus and conclusions are
similar; that the level of household savings is awful,
particularly when increased longevity is factored. It’s
all very well for the surveys to enhance awareness, but
it’s hard to be confident that the annual litanies are
achieving desired impacts.
While the surveys deserve the attention of serious
players, so too does ‘Practical Governance: Retirement
Funds’ by D P Mahoney. Published by Juta, it’s a
handbook that principal officers and trustees should
keep at their elbows.

Betwixt and between

T

he proliferation of strikes has put SA companies
into a quandary over whether they’re legally
compelled to maintain pension contributions for
striking workers.
On the one hand, the Labour Relations Act allows
employers to discontinue the payment of salaries to
striking workers during protected strikes. On the
other, the Pension Funds Act does not provide for
suspension of pension-fund contributions when
striking workers aren’t being paid.
“There are criminal consequences for companies
and directors when contributions are stopped without
a legitimate basis,” warns attorney Rebecca Jansch of
Bowman Gilfillan, “while financial consequences for
fund members include reductions in their retirement
benefits and possibly the loss of their group risk cover.”
To bridge the legislative gap, and to avert
undesirable consequences, she advises that pensionfund rules be properly drafted explicitly to provide for
legitimate suspension of contributions during strikes.

Tricks of the trade

M

oving in the opposite direction to SA,
earlier this year the UK effectively lifted the
requirement for most pensioners to buy annuities.
Anticipating that the industry would grind to a halt,
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annuities providers fought back.
They promised new annuities with more flexibility
and benefits to meet consumers’ needs and longer
lifespans. In return, Treasury promised to change the
tax code so that annuities could offer more flexible
payouts, lump-sum distributions and death benefits.
Already these so-called super annuities are being
criticised for being more super to providers than to
clients.
For instance, while Treasury has bought into the
providers’ claim that the new policies will ensure a
higher proportion of pension pots being passed to
beneficiaries on a pensioner’s death, there are “benefits
riders”. These are expensive at more than 1% a year
and attach such strings as minimum waiting periods.
The more things change, the more they stay the same.

To be clear

A

nne-Marie D’Alton, chief executive officer of
Batseta, writes:

In your interview with the Association of Black
Securities & Investment Professionals (TT JuneAug 2014), certain comments were made by its
representatives regarding the Batseta Council of
Retirement Funds for SA (Batseta). We feel that they
did not correctly reflect the role and function of
Batseta, so we’d like to clarify them.
Batseta does indeed incorporate the Principal
Officers Association, but it is much more than an
organisation just for principal officers and trustees. It
is a truly representative body for the retirement fund
industry as a whole, bringing together for the first
time relevant stakeholders to serve the interests of
retirement fund members and their fiduciary officers.
In consultation with government, the federations of
organised labour – Cosatu, Fedusa and Nactu – began
the initiative to form a single, united industry body.
Their initiative was extended to include the POA.
Batseta has consciously excluded service providers
from membership, given the high risk of interest
conflicts. This body serves the funds’ interests solely.
It is financed by member funds and independent
fiduciaries. Income is also derived from Batseta events,

special-project partnerships and sponsorships. Its
functions are to promote the highest levels of fund
governance and to help guide the industry into a postreform era. Batseta is perfectly positioned as a strategic
participant in shaping the retirement-industry landscape.
Both the Financial Services Board and National
Treasury have engaged with Batseta. Rosemary Hunter,
the deputy executive officer for retirement funds at the
FSB, has been quoted in Business Day as saying: “The
FSB looked forward to numerous engagements with
Batseta in the future and hoped it would be successful.”
Similar sentiments have been expressed in our
interactions with National Treasury, industry bodies
and other stakeholders.
An important role for Batseta is in education
and training. As a professional body with SAQA
recognition, members are able to acquire and maintain
a professional designation while overall skills within
the retirement fund sector will be enhanced. Through
enriched knowledge, continuous professional
development and ensuring ethical practices, the
interests of retirement fund members will be protected.
Beyond that, the acquisition of skills will enhance the
professional credibility and status of the fiduciaries.
Another significant undertaking for Batseta is
to influence policy directions that affect retirement
funds, including lobbying and other stakeholder
engagements, without the undue influence or
interventions of service providers.
We would be most happy to engage with ABSIP to
further the interests of the industry in general and our
members in particular. We also look forward to taking
the industry forward in a constructive and positive
way.
n
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NUMBERS
DON’T LIE.
BUT YOUR
FUND
MANAGER
MIGHT.

A lie by omission is a lie no less.
And you’d be surprised at how many fund
managers quietly keep the real cost of
managing your retirement investment to
themselves. After all, why would they want you
to know that you’re paying up to 3% in fees?

At 10X, we charge less than half the industry
average in fees. Something we’re not shy at all
to disclose – actually, we’re quite proud of it.

in returns than you could with an actively
managed retirement fund.
And that’s the truth.

Together with the fact that we invest your
money to track the market (rather than to
speculate against it), over forty years you
could look forward to as much as 60% more

www.10x.co.za • 0861 109 109 • info@10x.co.za • We manage several billion rand in private and corporate retirement
investment funds. Our clients include Virgin Active, EOH, Deutsche Bank and Macquarie Bank.
2% more in returns will increase your ﬁnal pension by approximately 60% over a 40-year working life. High fees and
underperforming fund managers can erode 2% of your long-term investment return. 10X is a licensed Financial Services
Provider #28250 and S13B Pension Funds Administrator #24/444.

To find out how 10X can increase the returns
on your retirement savings by as much as 60%,
simply SMS “10X” to 44844 right now.
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Does ‘member choice’
add value?
Not necessarily, cautions Old Mutual Corporate
Consultants principal consultant Michelle du Toit.
When it comes to benefits and investments, trustees of
retirement funds have become accustomed to providing
their fund members with choices. While it may please
members to be given choices, this approach should be
carefully assessed as it may actually be to members’
detriment.
Consider the value of choice
Members who have a multiplicity of choices might make
decisions that are not always in their best interests.
Choices are often given to members by trustees regarding
retirement-fund contribution levels, flexible risk benefits,
investment options, retirement decisions and whether to
preserve their retirement savings.
The question that should be asked before offering the
member an array of choice is whether it adds value to
the member’s retirement fund. Choice should encourage
members to consider the long-term repercussions of their
decisions, but often too much choice allows members to
make decisions that negatively impact their retirement
fund by eroding their contributions.
Trustees need to look at the value that every choice
adds to the member’s retirement fund. Does the choice
encourage the member to save more? If the answer is no,
then the choice offered may not deliver the best value to
the member’s retirement savings.

Member’s mindset
The member’s frame of mind must be considered before
offering too many options. This is because, when it
comes to options at retirement, members’ decisionmaking is often based on taking the highest current
‘cash’ value.
Choices such as contribution rates of 2,5%, 6%,
7,5% or 10% of one’s salary are usually given to new
members. However, if only the option of 10% were
presented to the member, would the member still
want to choose another contribution rate? Members
often want to maximise their take-home pay. Instead,
consider removing the choices easiest to make so that the
retirement-fund value to the member is enhanced.
Also, upon exiting a fund, preservation has always been
a choice offered to the member. Studies show that, if not
legislated, members may not necessarily take the option
of preservation – especially since the decision-making
process is not always based on assessing the long-term
benefit of increased savings at retirement.
Default annuities may help
National Treasury’s retirement-reform proposals will
address the high cash-out rate of retirement savings upon
leaving an employer’s retirement fund and ensure that
members do not make incorrect choices that will deplete
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retirement fund through the choice offered, then it
is best to reconsider the structure of communication
to members. In addition, a clear and targeted
communication strategy should be deployed to ensure
that members understand the risks associated with their
choices.
It’s up to trustees to ensure that members have sufficient
information to make the choices best for them as
individual members. While trustees should ensure that
members are given correct advice upon retirement,
sometimes this means not giving the member too much
choice.

Du Toit . . . trustees’ role
their savings. These proposals, with regard to default
annuities, will ensure that the majority of members end
up with a sensible product that provides retirement
income at a low cost.
The default offerings also begin to reduce the level of
member choice available. They thereby simplify the
offerings, making them more suitable and easier for
members to understand.
Targeted communication
A targeted communication and education strategy
should be put in place by trustees for members to review
investment choice. Studies show that, with greater
choice, members are likely to be more conservative and
will be risk-averse. This is not necessarily best for the
individual.
Trustees should weigh up how much time they spend
versus their members on reviewing investment-choice
options, whether members fully understand high-risk
versus low-risk portfolios, and whether the information
provided to the member will have a long- or short-term
impact.
Adding these choices imposes a huge administrative
burden on trustees. If value is not being offered to the

Key questions for trustees before offering choice to
members:
• Are you considering the member’s wants or needs
when offering the choice?
• Does the choice add value to the member’s
retirement plan?
• What is the member’s mindset when making the
choices being offered? For example, is the member’s
choice to maximise take-home pay or to maximise
retirement benefit?
• Is the appropriate default option in place?
• Is there an appropriate communication strategy
to educate members about the implications of their
investment decision?
• What would happen if this choice were removed,
e.g. would the member’s notice change? If not, why
have it?
• What are the costs involved in offering this choice?
• What are the long-term consequences of making
the wrong choice?
For more information about Old Mutual Corporate, visit
www.oldmutual.co.za/corporate
Old Mutual is a Licensed Financial Services Provider.
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COVER STORY

Into infrastructure
Relative to what lies ahead, private-sector investment is in its infancy.
There’s huge potential for pension funds.
Trustees should get a grip on where they stand.

J

ust when it’s most needed, along comes this
driver for SA economic growth. Privatesector participation in the financing of public
infrastructure, traditionally the preserve of the state,
opens exciting opportunities across the spectrum from
job creation to improved risk-adjusted returns on
the portfolios of pension funds now allowed greater
diversification.
But hang on a moment. Potential must relate to
practicalities. There are stumbling blocks.
Old Mutual, for instance,
has pointed to the shortage
of technical specialists in
infrastructure development and
considers the targets for capital
formation envisaged in the
National Development Plan to
be “ambitious” (TT June-Aug).
Group economist Riaan le Roux
notes that, although big numbers
have been talked for some time, as yet there’s been no
infrastructure boom and little net growth.
This has not inhibited a boom in conferences about
infrastructure. They’re well attended by enthusiastic
delegates from the pension-fund industry, sometimes
with smatterings of trustees. Most recently, in June, the

Association of Savings & Investment SA assembled a
top-rate panel on private-sector funding to accord with
NDP objectives. In July the Bowman Gilfillan law firm
hosted an impressive array of delegates from across the
continent keen on moving the discussion from why to
how pension funds invest in Africa.
It’s easy to answer why. Around the world, fiscallyconstrained governments must turn increasingly to the
private sector for the funding of new projects; no less
in SA, as the NDP makes evident. That capital outlays
are huge, with investment returns
materialising over decades, makes
them ideal for pension funds; at
least in theory.
Moving from why to how is
less easy. Although the marriage
of long-term investment returns
from the projects and long-term
investment returns for pension
funds is made in heaven, shorttermism continues to pervade the thinking of fund
trustees. Too often, if an asset manager fails to make it
into the top quartile over a 12-month period, trustees
threaten to replace him. Also, trustees don’t know
where to look for big infrastructure projects and are at
a loss to assess them when found.
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Smit . . . essential guidance
“Pension funds will need to build up their own
capacity to assess the projected viability of different
projects, or find a way to cooperate or outsource
this with other players,” says Nicky Prins of National
Treasury. “An understanding of the underlying risks is
always important.”
Especially with mid-sized pension funds, a lot
of work with trustees is needed. “Much relies on
consultants,” suggests Alastair Herbertson of Investec
Asset Management. “They’re the advisors and have the
capacity to upskill. A key step is for trustees to identify
their risk appetites.”
NDP commissioner Elias Masilela points out that
SA’s biggest problem is not finance but the allocation
of resources. Should the private sector not become
involved, even to take the lead, he warns of monopoly
structures; inefficient delivery of goods and services;
asset decay arising from low maintenance and poor
usage efficiency, and intensified competition for
stretched state finances which will necessitate higher
taxes.

That’s a scenario to send the private sector
scurrying for action stations. And if they don’t start
scurrying – Masilela noted that the NDP does not
discuss funding – there’s always the Damocles sword
of prescribed assets again to threaten. He was too
polite to mention it.
Essentially, the private sector means financial
institutions. Significantly, these institutions embrace
pension funds. Practically, these funds can either
invest themselves or through mandates to their asset
managers. They also have choices between a range of
instruments that include development bonds, private
equity and directly into specific projects.
There are differences. For instance, an investment
in a government-guaranteed bond (the most orthodox
and conventional component of a fund’s portfolio)
will show a return that moves with the market rating
of government bonds. On the other hand, direct
investment in say a toll road will show a return that
moves with the profit it makes.
Trustees need to navigate a welter of choices. Adré
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Smit, a senior policy advisor at ASISA who convened
the conference panel (see box), synthesised extracts
from the discussion to guide trustees on the basis of
questions posed by TT. The theme of the questions
assumes hypothetical trustees of a mid-sized SA
pension fund wanting to consider infrastructure and
to learn what they should do to go about it.
TT: Approximately how much money is required for
investment in SA infrastructure over the next five
years? Of this amount, are there any indications of
how much might reasonably be expected from SA
private-sector pension funds?
Smit: Over the past five years government has
spent R1,1 trillion on public-sector infrastructure. It
has planned to spend another R1,5 trillion over the
next five years and has budgeted to
spend R847 billion over the next
three years. While government has
indicated that it wants the private
sector to assist in the funding of
infrastructure, other than for the
renewable energy Independent
Power Producer (IPP) programme,
it has not specifically come out
and indicated where it wants the
private sector to participate.
Nevertheless, ASISA is working
closely with National Treasury – together with the
Banking Association of SA, the Venture Capital
Association of SA and organised labour – on a task
team for private-sector funding of infrastructure.

This initiative is seen as leading edge within an
international context and has been showcased at
numerous international conferences.
The SA savings industry has some R7,7 trillion of
assets under management. This gives it capacity to
participate substantially in the infrastructure space,
but the R7,7 trillion needs to be contextualised.
At present the savings industry has some R1,5
trillion invested in listed government and publicsector debt, an amount which can be viewed as
investment into infrastructure. This is already
significant because it represents 19% of the assets
under management. In terms of direct investment
into infrastructure, so far there’s been only some R70
billion or less than 1% of assets. These figures are not
out of line with global experience.
Infrastructure investments are mainly driven by
state-owned enterprises such as Transnet, Eskom
and Sanral. They tend to raise money by issuing
traditional bonds, so depriving investors of direct
exposure to the underlying assets. Might it not be
better for funds to invest directly in the underlying
assets and, if so, what would be the appropriate
funding vehicles?
Direct investment into infrastructure assets is seen
as a good match for the liabilities of the long-term
savings industry. They have a long tenure and their
returns are linked to inflation or gdp growth. A further
benefit is that their returns are
not as volatile as those of listed
instruments. It therefore makes a
lot of sense to invest directly into
the underlying assets.
The constraints, however, are
that there is a shortage of bankable
assets on the one hand, and on the
other hand there is a shortage of
skills to analyse these assets within
the savings industry. This is why,
so far, there is only R70 billion
invested. Industry is responding to these challenges by
skilling up its resources.
In terms of the appropriate funding vehicles, a
project bond that has line-of-sight to the cashflows
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of a project would be appropriate for those with the
necessary skills to analyse the asset. For others, there
is scope for the creation of special-purpose vehicles
that contain a number of projects from which a range
of instruments can be created. These could include
senior debt, subordinated debt, mezzanine debt and
equity.
The revised Regulation 28 took effect in July 2011.
Has it facilitated pension-fund investment in
infrastructure? Has it had much impact?
Within the revised Reg 28, capacity has been
created for the investment of up to 15% of a portfolio
into unlisted debt instruments and a further 10%
into private equity (plus a further 2,5% into ‘other
assets’) that would cater for direct investment into
infrastructure.
At this stage there is no evidence that this
capacity has resulted in additional investment into
infrastructure. But the industry is gearing up to use
these limits.
The long-term nature of infrastructure investments
is eminently suited to the long-term nature of
pension-fund investments. But how would the funds
then meet their short-term liquidity requirements
to continuously pay out benefits? Any advice on how
funds should take care of this aspect in making their
decisions on strategic asset allocations?
Infrastructure investments are typically long
term and illiquid. As such, only a proportion of a
fund’s portfolio should allocated to them. A portfolio
should always have sufficient liquid assets to meet its
short-term requirements. These would be outside its
investments into infrastructure.
Getting away from the general principles, where and
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how would a particular pension fund find a list of
possible investments suited to it from which it could
select; for instance, to choose between say toll roads
and renewable energy?
A diversified portfolio of infrastructure
investments is not a current reality. In the few
instances where this has happened, it has taken 10 to
15 years to build up such a portfolio and been done by
institutions that have developed their skills over this
sort of time period.
Where there are bankable projects, they are highly
concentrated; specifically those projects created by the
IPP programme. As the pipeline of bankable projects
grows, managers will develop their expertise around
specific asset types and will then be able to provide a
wider choice.
Where do trustees access information on the
projected viability – the risk/reward factors – for the
investments available? Can trustees place reliance
on such projections, or would prudence dictate that
pension funds only seek investments where there are
government guarantees?

For sound economic cases there is no need for
government guarantees. There are opportunities
for investment, but to invest in them you’d need the
requisite skills. An asset manager is required to do its
own analysis so it is not able to rely solely on thirdparty projections.
There is no reason why a pension fund should not
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What about private equity?
The pension fund will have to rely on the skills of
its asset manager to entertain instruments like private
equity.

invest in these assets if its asset manager has those
skills.
What would be the bigger risks, distinct from the
asset classes in conventional portfolios? By the same
token, could one anticipate bigger rewards?
Infrastructure assets are typically owned by
governments that have the ability to impact on
the cashflows the assets generate through the
determination of tariffs. The biggest risk in this asset
class would be inconsistency in government policy.
An example would be a toll road where
government has agreed on a tariff formula over the
life of the transaction, where this formula has been the
basis for the transaction to be priced. If this formula is
tampered with negatively, the investor will not get the
return anticipated.
A further consequence is that, if this does
happen, it will be difficult for government in the
future to sell similar transactions for private-sector
investment. There would typically be an expectation
of bigger rewards because the project is not
guaranteed by government, but that premium would
be determined by the confidence that the market
has of consistent government policy over the life of
the transaction.
Within an infrastructure project there is a lifecycle
of risks, each requiring a different set of funding and/
or funders. There is the building or greenfield phase,
where the risks are higher because no cash-flows are
yet being generated, so demanding a higher return.
It’s followed by the mature or brownfield phase when
cashflows are being generated, so the risks are lower as
would be the return.

Are their blockages to investment by pension
funds? If so, what are they and how are they to be
overcome?
Reg 28 does not currently create a blockage to
investment into infrastructure. The time may come
when there is a need to amend the regulations
specifically to cater for direct investment into
infrastructure.
A perceived blockage is that pension-fund
mandates to their asset managers do not cater for
investment into infrastructure.
To accommodate these investments, how should
trustees redraft their investment policy statements
and mandates to asset managers?
The first step would be for pension-fund trustees to
buy into the benefits to be derived from investing into
infrastructure. Once done, the next step would be to
amend their mandates to asset managers specifically to
invest into infrastructure in an incremental way up to
a certain percentage of their portfolio.
Cognisance also needs to be taken of the long-term
and illiquid nature of infrastructure investments in the
mandating of an asset manager. An appropriate period
must be allowed to realise the return on the assets.
Should SA pension funds be looking only to invest
in SA infrastructure, or should they also be looking
abroad and particularly at the rest of Africa where
opportunities abound?
As it stands, Reg 28 has a specific allowance for
a further 5% of a portfolio that can be invested into
Africa over and above the 25% that can be invested
offshore into all asset classes. Purely on the basis of
credit rating, SA would be a less risky jurisdiction than
the rest of Africa. The experience of the managers that
have invested into Africa is that those governments
have been pretty accommodative in terms of engaging
with the private sector.
Prudently, one would expect the bulk of a pension
fund’s infrastructure investment to be made in SA. n

The world according to growth in mobile phone ownership

Opportunity lies in what
the world is talking about
When you look at the world a little differently, you realise that some of the most exciting opportunities are often found where others
wouldn’t even think to look. At Investec Asset Management, we are well aware of this. With our emerging market roots and global
investment pedigree, we are uniquely positioned to bring an anything-but-ordinary perspective to your world of investments.
If opportunity is there, we’ll find it.
Visit investecassetmanagement.com, contact your financial advisor or call us on 0860 500 900.
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Source: The World Bank.
Investec Asset Management is an authorised financial services provider.
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UMBRELLA FUNDS

Competition hots up
Sentinel plans to expand from its mining-sector base
and challenge the big guns. More scope for
industry comparisons of costs, offerings and services.

I

n days gone by, the Mine Officials Pension Fund
and the Mine Employees Pension Fund featured
prominently in the SA investment landscape. This
was a function of their size.
But as the years passed, the mining industry
contracted. So too, in tandem, did the funds. As a
strategy to increase critical mass, last July the MEPF
merged into the Sentinel Retirement Fund that had
started life almost seven decades ago as the MOPF.
The merged entity is rapidly becoming larger than
the sum of its mining-industry parts. At last count
it had over R76bn in assets under management, 97
participating employers, 57 400 members and 38 100
pensions in payment. Ranked by assets, it’s amongst the
largest of SA’s private pension funds and mutated into a
self-administered defined-contribution umbrella fund.
The intention now is to go hard at competing for
clients outside its traditional operating environment
in the mining sector. This will take it slap-bang against
the dominant institutional sponsors of umbrella funds
(see box).
They need to a rise to the challenge because of the
competitive advantages that Sentinel claims. One is on
costs. Operating as a mutual society, notes chairman
André la Grange, it isn’t under pressure to produce
profits for shareholders of a sponsor. Profits are shared

La Grange . . . no shareholders
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BIG FIVE UMBRELLA-FUND PROVIDERS
These figures, drawn from FSB data in March, were compiled by Sanlam Umbrella Solutions managing
director David Gluckman for a presentation in May.
Note that the providers are listed alphabetically. Their rankings by size depend on the numbers used.
Ranked by total assets, Alexander Forbes is the largest. However, ranked by the number of members as
well as the number of participating employers, Liberty Group is the largest.

SOME BRIEF POINTERS
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by members, as losses would be too.
More than this, he adds, Sentinel effectively
runs a multi-manager operation: “Having got out of
managing our own investments, our bargaining power
enables us to squeeze asset managers on fees.”
Chief executive Eric Visser also points to stateof-the-art systems, specific for retirement funds, that
have no capacity constraints: “The system we use for
member administration, popular globally, provides us
with pricing and unitisation daily”. He takes pride not
only in the fund’s investment choices and returns but
also in its best-practice governance, communications
policies.
To be sure, these Sentinel sales pitches will be
rigorously tested in a robust marketplace. It can only
be a good thing.
n

Visser . . . best practice

As the Retirement Reforms approach, it helps to remember there are facts they would never encroach on; the sky will remain blue, for me and you. The grass in life remains green as it has always been. Borwa as well will still have a traceable
track record of dexterity and wizardry in product design in the retirement industry:



Members are spoilt with guaranteed growth in their retirement savings month-on-month irrespective of vagaries
of the market



The same fund’s guaranteed returns are actually compound interest



The fund subsidises the members such that they do not have to pay the full cost of the risk cover and benefits
that the insurer charges or increases from time to time



Members participate actively in making real-life decisions on how the fund operates



Benefit Statements are issued twice each year, instead of the regulated and commonly practised once



Every year, members are invited to a face-to-face information sharing and trouble-shooting session twice, conducted at convenient locations in every region, additional to workplace visits and telephonic contacts



Market –leading death benefit and funeral benefit figures are on offer



Over and above all amounts due a member upon retirement, the fund donates an extra lumpsum amount to any
member who would have been with the fund for five years prior to retirement; pro-rated yearly as the term
lengthens
Speak to us for retirement fund products that cut out an envied lone figure...
No. 3 Anderson Street, Ferreirasdorp, Johannesburg.

Registered Financial Service Providers, and Administrators of

Tel: 011 838 3751. Fax: 086 565 1588
Website: www.borwafs.co.za, E-mail: info.borwafs.co.za
Financial Solutions to Life’s Needs

Communicates, Listens, Engages
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CURATORSHIPS

Dark places
Another instalment in TT versus the FSB executive officer.
Is there something to hide?
Check the correspondence and draw your own conclusions.
Dear Mr Tshidi

say each time that you were preparing to provide
the information by a certain date. Once each date
elapsed, I asked again. That’s within my rights,
just as I suppose that the continued making of
empty promises is within your rights;

We used to be on first-name terms, but I notice
from your letter of May 29 (attached) that we aren’t
any longer. Still, nothing turns on it.
The “measure of agitation” you express hardly
compares with the measure of frustration that I feel
at your refusal to answer straightforward questions
(TT June-Aug). These are clearly in the public
interest because so many members of pension funds
are affected by the mega-millions of rand involved.
Your refusal casts a strange light on the
purported commitment to transparency and
accountability that the FSB annual report proclaims.
It also sets a poor example for the transparency and
accountability you expect of the institutions you
regulate.

2. Your contention that the “matters have already
received widespread publicity and where the FSB
has stated its position” is evasive. Neither the
“widespread publicity” nor the FSB’s “position”
make anybody any the wiser on the amounts
recovered for the respective pension funds,
on the amounts paid in curatorship and legal
fees, and the amounts that beneficiaries have
ultimately received (or, further, what happens
with the monies between the times of recoveries
by curators and receipts by beneficiaries);

Your letter is pure obfuscation. Let me explain why:
1. The only reason for my continued
correspondence is that you have not provided
access to the information requested. Had you
done so the first time I’d asked, there would
have been no need for the correspondence to
continue. All you did, over several months, was

3. Once these amounts are known, and related to
one another, it will be possible to take views on
their reasonableness. This might then become
the subject of “debate” – I hope neither to last
“indefinitely” nor to be “ongoing” – in which you
might or might not wish to participate. So far,
there’s been no debate;
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interpretation could be placed on certain letters,
later filed in court papers, that you wrote during
2009;
7. Since you decided in your wisdom to have no
further “interaction” with me on the matter
of the Mostert curatorships, I was tempted to
test you. This I did by subsequently asking you
(twice, by email) to let me see a copy of the
final report of Mostert in his curatorship of the
CAF Pension Fund. It was the first of his big
curatorships, more than a decade ago, where he’d
succeeded in the Supreme Court of Appeal for an
order that Old Mutual compensate the fund over
assets stripped by the Korsten brothers.

As far as I could find,

Tshidi . . . unhelpful answers

there has never been

4. Far be it for me to expect preferential treatment.
Quite the opposite. What I do expect is that
curators’ reports are made equally available to
everybody at the same time, via publication
on the FSB website, once the reports are to
hand. You don’t explain why or how you decide
selectively to publish some reports but not
others. My questions related only to curators’
reports that, for reasons begging explanation,
you have elected not to place in the public
domain;
5. Your attempt to tar me with the brush of Simon
Nash is a cheap jibe, unworthy of a person
in your position, and framed not to elicit a
response. It doesn’t deserve one anyway;
6. It’s unsurprising that you will not comment on my
remark about the FSB having “threatened” wellknown financial institutions in their decisions to
settle claims by curator Tony Mostert. It would
then have opened you to a debate on what other

a public accounting of
disbursements made
from the Mutual payment.
It cannot be right that
you have discretion
to withhold such
information.

S

ince you wouldn’t previously disclose other
Mostert reports on the basis that the FSB was
still verifying the figures, I thought it safe to assume
that this curatorship was concluded. The SCA
judgment had been handed down in 2001, so every
cent paid by Mutual should by now be accounted
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for. Yet you saw fit not to reply.
As far as I could find, there has never been a
public accounting of disbursements made from
the Mutual payment. It cannot be right that you
have discretion to withhold such information.
Finally, on a more recent topic, I empathise
with the FSB’s embarrassment over the
corruption charges brought against erstwhile
FSB chief financial officer Dawood Seedat. It’s
reassuring to note your announcement: “In
line with the FSB’s complete intolerance for
corruption of any nature, we have launched
a comprehensive investigation to determine
whether Mr Seedat may have performed his
support role at the FSB in any way that breached
the integrity of his role”.

T

his brings me back to the outrage that
the FSB expressed over the non-custodial
sentence imposed on J Arthur Brown in the
Fidentia fraud. Seedat, the court pointed out, had
led the investigation into the affairs of Fidentia
and his report had been handed to the Director
of Public Prosecutions.
Yet, instead of being the first witness called,
Seedat only testified in aggravation of sentence
after Brown’s guilty pleas on relatively minor
charges had been accepted. Judge Veldhuizen
observed: “If the facts related by this witness are
correct (that there had been a R406m shortfall),
then something is sorely wrong and I can only
think the prosecution case has been poorly
handled.”

P

rior to Seedat’s arrest, this observation might
have been taken only to reflect prosecution
incompetence. But subsequent to his arrest,
given Seedat’s previous position as head of
forensic accounting at the National Prosecuting
Authority, the observation has a sinister taint. It’s
therefore presumed that the FSB investigation
will explore possible dealings between Seedat,
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the NPA and the Fidentia joint curators.
The Fidentia curators weren’t called to testify
at all. Dines Gihwala resigned as a joint curator
in June, following a judgment that he was unfit
to serve as a director of his own company. Yet the
FSB continued to retain him as a Fidentia curator,
despite being aware of a High Court judgment a
year earlier on the same commercial dispute (TT
Sept-Nov ’13).
Compounded by a decision in the Supreme
Court of Appeal (TT June-Aug), it’s difficult to
fathom why he wasn’t kicked out before resigned.
The FSB can argue, as it does, that curatorship
appointments are the subject of court orders. But
it’s almost a formality that the courts order what the

FSB asks them to order.
Remaining as Fidentia joint curator is George
Papadakis, allegedly linked to Seedat through work
for the SA Revenue Service. Media reports to this
effect, the FSB announced, are being investigated.
So we’re talking here not only of the whole Fidentia/
NPA/Seedat controversy but also about how the FSB
handles curatorships.
It is appreciated that, as you say, the FSB and
its officials “have their hands full with performing
their statutory function of regulation”. Those hands
will probably be a lot fuller now.
Sincerely,
Allan Greenblo (but do call me Allan).

Umbrella Solution
The Marriott Umbrella Pension
and Provident Funds
• Investment choice
• Transparent, low cost structure
• Professional trustees, majority independent
• Provides information for retirement planning and monitoring

Solutions for Retirement
Contact us on 0800 336 555 or visit

www.marriott.co.za
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The best form of active is passive
So argues De Wet van der Spuy, divisional
director (product) at Liberty Corporate.

W

hen the first unit trust was launched in the UK in
1931, it comprised 24 leading companies. This
did not change for the 20-year fixed lifespan of the
fund. Since then, things have moved on considerably.
However, debate continues to rage on whether to
choose active management or passive tracking.
Liberty Corporate, through our philosophy of intelligent
investing, conducts regular research into the merits
of the two approaches. What do we believe is the
best approach? The approach that ensures that you,
as trustee, meet your obligations and offer the most
appropriate solution for the majority of your members.
This could be a passive investment approach or an active
approach, or more likely it is the right blend of both.
Many investors see passive investing as simply putting
money into a tracker and reaping the returns of the
market – positive or negative. However, there is
an entire toolkit available to support your passive
strategy, including tactical smoothing, asset allocation,
protection overlays, and life staging.
In this article, we draw on our insights into intelligent
investing to highlight important concepts and
considerations when choosing the best investment
approach.

Driving the choice
Legislation stipulates that retirement funds must offer
a default investment option to members. It must be
appropriate for the majority of the fund’s members.
In trying to determine the best solution, trustees must
consider:
Cost – trustees have the responsibility of finding a
solution where costs do not erode investment returns.

Risk – all manner of risks need to be considered; from
investment risk to manager underperformance, to
key-man reliance – what would the impact be if a star
manager leaves the fund?
Return – what solution can give members access to
markets at low cost, while reducing many of the risks?
The most appropriate answers to these questions
always have to take into account the trustees’ specific
objectives and circumstances. Passive strategies can be
a valuable part of the answers.

Strategic asset allocation
The influential study by Beebower et al, titled
“Determinants of Portfolio Performance”, found
that strategic asset allocation is by far the biggest
determinant of variation in portfolio performance. Up
to 93% of the variability in performance is determined
by the strategic asset allocation. What this means
for trustees is that time spent on the fund’s longterm investment strategy is far more productive
and effective than focusing on individual manager
performance and monitoring.

Is it all or nothing?
Passive investing is not an “all or nothing” approach.
At its core, Liberty Corporate’s intelligent investing
combines passive investments with selecting highconviction managers to generate active returns. By
doing this, you meet your obligations as trustee -- to
offer a default investment option that is appropriate
for the majority of the fund’s members -- while
enhancing returns through select active managers, and
ensuring lower costs to members.
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Timeframe changes everything
One of the most important criteria for deciding how
much of the fund to allocate to passive or active styles,
is to look at your timeframe. If you are investing for
the long term, a high allocation to a passive approach
should generate returns in line with the market,
with minimal investment costs. The return that you
will be generating is twofold; firstly, from the overall
performance of the market over the long term;
secondly, from the compounding effect of cost savings.
A worldwide analysis of returns generated by
large managers from 2004 to 2009 showed that
approximately 80% of the actively-managed funds for
US, European and Asian equities have returned below
their respective benchmarks. While Africa was not
included in this study, it is unlikely that the dynamics of
our market will produce a different outcome.

Van der Spuy . . . intelligent investing

Once you have achieved this, the next step can be to
combine a range of innovative solutions onto your
passive (core) and active (satellite) approaches, such as
smoothing, protection, life staging, risk management
and tactical asset allocation.

Over a shorter period, however, active management
can generate higher returns based on market analysis
and stock selection, and act as a counterbalance to
some of the idiosyncrasies of our market, such as rand
exposure and a large resource sector. This is why its
role as the active satellite portion of a fund’s strategic
asset allocation is well suited.

Responsibility is crucial

With the right mix of hedging techniques and
smoothing, a passive approach can offer cost-effective
risk management to members. Tactical asset allocation
ensures that the best blend of asset classes is chosen,
giving the portfolio diversified exposure, thereby
reducing risk and maximising growth potential.

When considering your fund’s strategic asset
allocation, it is not a choice between passive or active
investing, but rather a question of whether you are
meeting your responsibility as a trustee by offering
members appropriate investment choice, costeffectively, over the long term.

Life staging is an important means of providing
appropriate investment options to cater for members’
changing risk tolerance as they approach retirement.

www.libertycorporate.co.za
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PENSION BENEFITS

Power imbalances
Consider the possible advantages – to members, consumers and taxpayers –
in reconstituting the Eskom pension fund. The sooner it’s done, the better.

S

ome years ago there was a proposal, later dropped,
that the Eskom Pension & Provident Fund be
converted from defined-benefit (DB) to definedcontribution (DC). Revival of the proposal, if
theoretically implemented today, could immediately
release some R10bn to help in financing the generation
and supply of electricity.
Coincidentally, the R10bn equates roughly to the
amount that municipalities owe Eskom. Having trebled in
the past nine months, Cooperative Governance Minister
Pravin Gordhan recently warned that this debt threatens
to spiral. With Eskom allowed by the regulator to recoup
an unbudgeted R7,8bn, for next year the 8% tariff increase
previously granted to Eskom can rise sharply.
Prior to the revelation on municipalities’ debts, Eskom
had already requested government for R50bn to relieve
its cash-flow shortage. That would have to come from
taxpayers. It begs the question of whether Eskom can
afford to continue running its pension fund as presently
constituted. Conversion to DC won’t be Eskom’s panacea,
but it will provide relief for consumers and taxpayers
even with a generous sweetener offered to members.

It might therefore be argued that:
u Conversion from a DB to a DC fund can safely
provide members with an average 33% benefits
increase as an incentive to switch;
u Thereafter, there’d still be a surplus of R10bn to
assist Eskom’s operational requirements.

Look at the fund’s latest actuarial report, for the year to
end-June 2013:
u Actuarial value of net assets for comparison with
accrued liabilities – R90bn;
u Actuarial present value of promised retirement
benefits – R60,9bn (all vested, none non-vested);
u Contingency reserve account balances (to provide

Moreover, the report discloses that members contribute
7,3% of pensionable salaries and the employer
contributes 13,5% to the fund. This 20,8% is high by
industry standards. It raises questions of whether:
u New employees should continue to be hired on a
basis out of sync with similarly large companies
whose pension funds are overwhelmingly DC;

Brown . . . need to intervene
additional certainty that the fund can pay the
benefits) – R20,6bn.
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u Trustees of the fund, on both the employer and
employee sides, have interest conflicts (as members
of the fund) that might influence their negotiations
on the fund’s restructure.

S

o it’s over to new Public Enterprises Minister Lynne
Brown. Were further reasons needed, they’re in the
golden parachute paid to former chief executive Brian
Dames.
Government is Eskom’s sole shareholder. This is the
same government that sounds off on pay disparities
between executives and workers, that found itself in
the thick of a Numsa/NUM strike and that gets it in the
neck for escalating electricity prices. But when it can
act as shareholder to contain executive remuneration,
which inflates the Eskom overheads that must be
recouped, it seems reticent.
Witness the back-dated remuneration to Dames
of R15,4m for 2013-14, up from R8,5m the previous
year. This is even more generous than it appears. As

a member of Eskom’s DB fund, the value to him of
the backdated pay is probably worth another R10m
excluding perhaps an additional one-third top-up on
the fund’s surplus distribution.
Dames is aged 50 and had 27 years’ service at
Eskom. Based on rough calculations – accrual x salary
x service x annuity with discounting – his actuarial
reserve in the pension fund looks to be some R50m.
For ease of calculation, it assumes pre-backdated pay of
“only” R8m for his last year of service.
Nice work if you can get it. Nice fuel, too, for striking
members of the metal and mineworkers’ unions.
• Asked to comment, Eskom responded: “Mr Brian
Dames’ remuneration package consisted of back-dated
salary increases (after former Public Enterprises Minister
Malusi Gigaba had earlier put a moratorium on salary
increases of chief executives of state-owned companies),
accumulated leave, long-term incentives, as well as his
normal pay.”
n

COMPOUND INTEREST
IS CONSIDERED THE MOST POWERFUL
FORCE IN THE UNIVERSE

YOU NEED TO HARNESS
THIS FORCE TO BECOME
A SUCCESSFUL INVESTOR.

The Lenape Indians sold Manhattan to the
Dutch in 1626 for a bunch of beads estimated
to have been worth 60 guilders at the time. At a
7% per annum rate of return the current value
would exceed €5.5 trillion, allowing the Indians’
descendants to buy Manhattan back and have
trillions to spare.

At Foord Asset Management we believe in
investing for the long term. Our track record over
30 years is proof that managing investment risk
and compounding superior returns are key to the
creation of exceptional wealth.

021 531 5085 | unittrusts@foord.co.za | www.foord.co.za
Foord Unit Trusts Limited is an authorised Financial Services Provider
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SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM

Better than tax
For the phrase ‘radical economic transformation’ to be given meaning, include
the role of pension funds as bastions of capital. In pursuit of improved social
equality, they’re levers to help redress inflammatory imbalances especially
between executive and worker remuneration.

G

rist to the mill of the wealth-redistribution
lobbyists, which SA has in abundance, is
the 700-page tome ‘Capitalism in the 21st
Century’ by French economist Thomas Piketty.
Remarkably, for such heavy research and reading,
it’s an international bestseller that now pervades
discussion on inequality.
Its essential recommendation is that, to prevent
soaring inequality from contributing to social or
political instability, governments immediately
intervene to impose a global tax on wealth. Seen in
isolation, it will be music to the ears of many who
won’t bother to read the whole book and who probably
won’t understand much of it if they did. It risks
unpredictable consequences, except to make the rich
less rich and the poor not necessarily richer, were the
academic scholarship subverted in political hothouses.
What the Piketty book has done, in a studied
worldwide context, is thrust to the fore the relationship
between practices of modern capitalism and
trajectories of income inequalities. Not that SA, where
arguments fly hither and thither, needed the thrust.
For a new phrase of sound and fury has entered the
lexicon of the ANC government.
This is ‘radical economic transformation’,
conveying seriousness to campaign against

inequality. To be an accepted policy objective, it
must be converted from a slogan to a term that’s
properly understood. It must also be accompanied by
recommendations that are practical and, especially in
the current SA environment of worsening inequalities,
quickly capable of implementation.
Impute positive spin. Take it that the term
is intended to encapsulate, as a rallying cry that
submerges Julius Malema, the transformation of the
SA economy from less divisive to more inclusive under
the Constitution. No problem with that, surely.
At present, demonstrated by the proliferation of
strikes and worse, the socio-economic environment
is divisive in too many ways that are intolerable. Fault
lines used to be in the apartheid demarcations. Now
they have class characteristics. Contrasting with the
expectations that the advent of democracy aroused,
and the more incendiary for it, perceived and real
inequities undermine the social stability and economic
growth on which remedy relies.
It’s self-evident that inclusiveness be significantly
extended by participation in economic activity
and responsibility for its outcomes. Better than
government trying to conceive grand plans and
further interventions is for it to encourage the use of
existing levers.
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Piketty . . . cat amongst the pigeons
One of the most powerful levers, immediately
available, is through pension and provident funds.
This is because SA retirement funds:
u Represent the largest single category of
shareholders in JSE-listed companies;
u Have voting rights as shareholders to nominate
directors and approve the pay policies of these
companies;
u Are the major, and often the only, repositories of
black workers’ savings.

T

he trick is to enhance bottom-up awareness. In
Kenya, for one, retirement funds disseminate to
individual members monthly updates on their accrued
savings. This is done by smartphone. SA should get a
move on with something similar, to include within the
benefit statement a disclosure of the major investments
held by the particular fund (TT Dec ’13-Feb ’14).
Then, when there’s talk of nationalisation,
it’s rendered nonsensical by retirement funds’
predominant ownership of SA corporates. When
workers go on strike, they’ll know whether they’re
striking against the companies where their funds are
invested. When foreigners take fright, both the equity
and bond components of local funds’ portfolios are hit.
Business confidence and fund members’ pockets are
intertwined.
Assume that there are roughly eight million
members of SA retirement funds, the majority of
whom are black. Assuming six million black members,
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each with four dependents, some 24 million black
South Africans receive benefits that depend on the
performance of these funds. Relate this number of 24
million beneficiaries, in jobs and jobless, to the size of
the total SA electorate.
Or relate it to the value of shares held by black
South Africans. Independent research, commissioned
by the JSE from Trevor Chandler, found that at end2011 the value was almost 30% of available shares
(not owned by foreigners) of SA’s top 100 companies.
Most were held through “mandated investments”,
particularly retirement funds. The value is currently
estimated at closer to 40%.
Thus, it is argued, shareholder activism – provided
it is used by retirement funds – can be a lighting rod
to accelerate economic transformation. Not only do
fund trustees have a legal right and fiduciary duty to
use this power, for the benefit of their funds’ members,
but they also have a moral obligation to use it for the
benefit of SA society as a whole.

S

hareholder activism is not limited to voting at
meetings of company shareholders. It extends to
engagement with the boards of those companies; a
notable example being on matters of executives’ and
workers’ remuneration. This is potentially more potent
than strike activity because it shifts the action from
monologue in streets to dialogue in boardrooms. The
shareholders’ ultimate weapon is their vote.
Importantly, trustees of retirement funds are
responsible to their respective funds. Similarly,
directors of companies are responsible to their
companies. The activism process is therefore
reciprocal, between parties respectively responsible,
making it the vehicle to build consensus. The more
that companies flourish, and their prosperity is shared,
the better for beneficiaries of retirement funds.
It then becomes insufficient for the shareholder
simply to vote “no” without first having attempted
to reach agreement on policies likely to ensure the
company’s sustainability i.e. to grow in ways that will
optimise the funds’ long-term investment returns.
Clearly, these factors include employee relationships
and social involvements. Consolidate the separate
levers available here and now:
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u Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act. It obliges
retirement funds to consider environmental, social
and governance (ESG) criteria in making their
investment decisions;
u The Financial Services Board good-governance
circular PF 130 (at present a guidance note, but
soon to be redrafted into law). It obliges retirement
funds to compile investment-policy statements
that include proxy-voting mandates to their asset
managers;
u The Code for Responsible Investment in SA (CRISA),
to which all major SA asset managers are
signatories. It obliges these managers (usually the
registered shareholders on behalf of the funds)
amongst other things to vote at shareholder
meetings in accordance with defined ESG
principles and to be transparent in how those votes
are exercised;
u The King III code on corporate governance,
endorsed by the Institute of Directors. It records
the preponderance of retirement funds as
shareholders and encourages shareholder activism.
It provides that “shareholders are ultimately
responsible for the composition of the board” of a
company and that procedures for the appointment
of directors be “subject to shareholder approval”. It
further provides that shareholders “should approve
the company’s remuneration policy”;
u The JSE Securities Exchange. Companies listed on
the JSE are required to comply with King III or
explain to the JSE where/why they have not done
so;
u The Companies Act. It defines the rights of
shareholders to vote at meetings of company
shareholders and lays out procedures for the
election of directors. It also provides that directors’
remuneration must have prior approval by 75% of
shareholders who vote.
These levers can be strengthened by bringing the

Companies Act more into line with King III. Certain
specifics:
u The Act speaks only of directors’ remuneration
for their services as directors, not as executives.
There’s inconsistency, which invites rectification,
between the Act’s silence and the King III
requirement for shareholder approval of
remuneration policies implicitly affecting all
employees;
u The policies are critical because they embrace,
or should embrace, performance indicators.
These provide context to measure pay against
productivity, and incentives against attainments,
for assessment of the fairness or otherwise of
remuneration differentials from the most senior to
most junior members of the workforce. Disclosure
of remuneration policies, recommended only in
King III, should underlie shareholders’ engagement
and voting principles;
u King III’s recommendation is limited to
shareholders annually exercising a non-binding
advisory vote, enabling them “to express their
views on the remuneration policies and on
their implementation”. A number of overseas
jurisdictions have recently moved to binding
votes. SA should too, say by an amendment to the
Companies Act that a binding vote needs a special
resolution (75% majority of votes cast). It’s been
proposed (notably by former City minister Lord
Myners in a UK government report) that this vote
be restricted to long-term investors like pension
funds, which have held their shares for at least three
years, so as not to disrupt companies’ long-term
strategies. The intention, to help counter shortterm thinking and speculation, is to strengthen the
alignment of funds’ and companies’ longer-term
objectives;
u It should be made clear in law that institutional
investors, including retirement funds, are exempt
from charges of collusion in their activism. This
will enable them more easily to pool resources
for research on companies’ policies, to challenge
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There’s a better way . . .
managers and directors on the findings of that
research, and to act cooperatively so that requisite
majorities are achieved in voting on shareholder
resolutions. Assertions of ownership should remain
distinct from bids for control.
In 1996, mainly at the insistence of Cosatu, the
Pension Funds Act was amended to provide for
equal representation by employers and members
(employees) on the boards of retirement funds.
A main purpose of this amendment was to allow
employees an equal say in how fund members’ money
was to be invested. It introduced a new generation
of trustees, such as shop stewards, to the boards of
retirement funds.
Despite this amendment, in general terms the
newly-restructured funds have not adequately used
the platform for the advancement of members either
in shareholder activism or in the exercises of black
economic empowerment. It is particularly regrettable
that BEE opportunity has been lost.
As shareholders in large JSE-listed companies that
had initiated BEE transactions by the issue of new
shares to arbitrarily-selected beneficiaries, existing
black shareholders (indirectly through retirement
funds) were ignored and allowed themselves to
be ignored. They could have been included as
beneficiaries and should have voted on the proposed
transactions.
Instead, they subsidised these transactions
(allowing for huge wealth transfers to a relative
few) by being diluted in their shareholdings (thus
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receiving a lessened proportion of dividends and
capital appreciation). At the least, they should have
insisted that they be ‘ring-fenced’ for protection from
prejudice.
It’s noticeable that these days the larger retirement
funds most prominent in shareholder activism are
mainly in the public sector. In fact, the Government
Employees Pension Fund has led the way. But it is a
lead that other funds, including funds related to trade
unions, have so far followed with less enthusiasm
than might have been expected and certainly less than
might be considered desirable.
By and large, asset managers have focused on
purported “engagement” with investee companies.
However, the extent and effects are difficult to
discern. Several are faced with conflicts of interest.
Few are directly mandated by their clients, being the
retirement funds themselves, on what is required
of them. Were they specifically mandated, the asset
managers would have no discretion than to engage and
vote in terms of those mandates.
Put bluntly, retirement funds are the owners of
capital and the owners of companies. Where they
don’t act as owners, they abrogate a duty to protect
the millions of members who comprise the most
representative cross-section of SA’s demographic.
Were these sleeping giants to awaken, not only
would there be an instant acceleration of economic
transformation within parameters offensive in the
national debate to nobody of any ideological bent.
There would also be glue for a social compact because
the interests of all South Africans are inextricably
tied to the interests of their retirement funds, in turn
reflecting the outcomes of economic policy. This
linkage represents a virtuous circle on the high road to
transformation.
Assertive behaviour by retirement funds is not
the total answer to ‘radical economic transformation’.
But it is an essential component. Invigorated, it will
amount to a giant leap long overdue. Politically neutral
and practically implementable, joining the interests
of millions, it depends on the funds themselves
being alive to the opportunities that a shareholder
democracy offers.
Shudder at the alternatives.
n
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A PERSPECTIVE
ON PASSIVES
Len Jordaan, head of exchange-traded funds
at STANLIB, discusses the benefits of blending
active and passive management within an
investment portfolio.
Long-term investment portfolios
should consider having a component
of passive assets. The main reason
to use an index investment would be
to reduce the cost of a portfolio, while
still maintaining full exposure to the
performance of the asset class.

or her experience. A managers’ track
record, in terms of historical tracking
error, is a good indicator of skill in this
regard.

This doesn’t necessarily involve an
‘all-or-nothing’ approach of investing
only in index products. Rather, it’s a
blended portfolio of active and passive
investments that match the profile of
the investor in terms of cost, risk and
return.

•

This is particularly important in a lowreturn environment. While investors
are happier to pay 1% in fees when
their portfolio is growing by 20% than
when their return is only 10%.
Picking a good passive product,
and manager
A good passive product is one that is
able to track the performance of the
relevant index at the lowest possible
cost to the investor.

Recent developments in the
passive-product area
In the local market, Regulation
28 now allows pension funds
to invest in assets such as
hedge funds, commodities and
infrastructure. International
research shows that when
investors are able to purchase
assets such as these, that produce
‘alpha’, they are inclined to reduce
the cost of the balance of their
portfolio by investing in passive
products.

National Treasury has hinted that
it will support the use of passive
products for retirement saving. Details
are still being revealed of exactly how
this will be done, but certainly the
intent is there.
•

Internationally, the
‘de-commissioning’ of the sales
process has led to increased flows
to passive investment products.

Passive management is relatively
mechanised. But there can often
be a trade-off between incurring
costs in the portfolio to track the
index more closely, or not incurring
additional costs and running the risk of
‘mistracking’ the index. A good passive
manager is one able to make the right
call when this trade-off exists.

The credit crisis of 2008 placed a lot
of emphasis on counter-party credit
risk. Internationally, this led many
investors to favour physically-backed
passive investments, rather than
synthetic products.

There is not always a quantifiable
trade-off. It relies on the intuition of
the manager, which is informed by his

Investors generally prefer to achieve
above average performance that
passive products provide. Until

Jordaan . . . numerous
advantages
recently, ‘alpha’ products, such as
hedge funds and private equity, have
been very difficult to access, and
so investors have looked to active
management as a way to generate
alpha. This has led to them preferring
active management to passive
management.
It is not well understood that while
some investors may outperform from
time to time, an investor is unlikely to
outperform the market all the time.
The average performance of the
market is therefore a likely outcome
over the long-term, whether an
investor follows an active or passive
strategy. This is true before costs, so
a low-cost, index tracking investment
is a very competitive offering.
Both the retail and institutional
markets are intermediated.. These
intermediaries require remuneration
and passive products in general do
not pay commissions. The costs of
investment in South Africa, and their
detrimental effect on the return of
a portfolio are not well understood,
although this does appear to be
changing.
www.stanlib.com
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DEATH BENEFITS

Through the quagmire
Trustees face real dilemmas when they must determine pension-fund
distributions. Jeanetta Hendricks* discusses what to do, and not to do.

W

hen a member of a pension fund dies
before retirement age, the board of
trustees is faced with the difficult task
of determining how the death benefits should be
allocated among beneficiaries, dependants and
nominees.
The duty of the board is to pay these benefits in
line with the rules of the fund as well as the dictates of
the Pension Funds Act. When reading s37C of the Act
it is clear that there is an onerous duty on the board
to determine dependency and ensure that people who
were dependant on the deceased member are not left
destitute after his/her death, irrespective of whether or
not the deceased was legally required to support them.
The Act does provides some guidance in defining
categories of dependants. These include:
u Legal dependants i.e. anyone to whom the member
owed a legal duty to support;
u De facto dependants i.e anyone to whom the
deceased owed no legal duty of financial support
but who nevertheless depended on him/her
financially;
u Future dependants i.e. someone whom the
deceased did not maintain financially at the
point of his/her death, but who would’ve become

dependent on him/her in future, had he/she not
died.
All identified dependants do not automatically
qualify to receive a portion of the death benefit.
Neither do nominated beneficiaries. Identification
as a dependant or a nomination as a beneficiary only
entitles a person to be considered by the board when
making the benefit-allocation decision.
Amidst these challenges the board is then tasked
with making a fair and equitable distribution, in
most instances without prior knowledge of the
deceased member’s household circumstances. Without
established and regulated guidance or directives in the
Act on how the board should apportion the benefit,
trustees need to rely on industry best practices and
value judgements to make a determination. This can
be a highly subjective process that is often fraught with
difficulty.
Accordingly, adequate training and a better
understanding of the trustees’ obligations under s37C
– and a proper exercise of discretion on the part of
the board – could potentially reduce the number of
complaints directed at the Pension Funds Adjudicator.
Key elements that trustees need to consider pertain to
due diligence in the identification of dependants and
strict adherence to their statutory obligations.
As s37C provides that death benefits do not form
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part of the deceased’s estate, trustees are tasked with
ensuring that all dependants benefit equitably based
on their individual needs and circumstances, and the
extent of their dependency on the deceased.
The board cannot assume that dependants are
aware of their potential rights to benefits. They might
not come forward to claim their share of benefits.
Active tracing of all potential dependants is therefore a
process not to be taken lightly. It should be undertaken
as diligently and speedily as possible, so as to avoid
unnecessary costs to the fund.

Even though these
guidelines are available,
trustees cannot accept
them as the only factors to
consider when determining
the allocation of death
benefits.
However, trustees still seem to battle with a lack
of understanding as to what s37C requires of them
at the different stages of a death-benefit distribution.
Coupled with this is the fact that fund members and
their dependants also do not understand that s37C
limits the member’s freedom of testation. It is thus one
of the leading causes of contestation after distribution
of benefits has been made.
The Act does not define “equitable”. Neither does
it provide guidelines on how a board should make an
equitable distribution. Over the years, the regulator
has issued guidelines on factors to consider in an
effort to achieve equitable distribution.
These factors include the age of the dependant;
the dependant’s relationship with the deceased; the
extent of the dependency; the wishes of the deceased
as stipulated either in the beneficiary nomination

Hendricks . . . subjective process
form or his/her last will, and the financial affairs of the
dependants including their future earning potential.
Even though these guidelines are available, trustees
cannot accept them as the only factors to consider
when determining the allocation of death benefits.
The board needs to properly investigate the matter.
If trustees fail to take into account all the relevant
factors, or take irrelevant factors into account, the
board’s decision will be reviewable on the grounds that
it exceeded its powers or that the decision constituted
an improper exercise of its powers.
In addition, any failure by the board to take a
decision timeously could potentially be deemed as
maladministration. This could give rise to a claim for
losses suffered.
Unfortunately, with no foreseeable changes
to the Act in terms of guidance on equitable
distribution or apportionment of benefits, standard
operating procedure, industry best practice and
recommendations provided by the Adjudicator remain
the only tools trustees currently have at their disposal
to ensure equitable and objective fund distribution. n
* Hendricks is the FedGroup specialist
on beneficiary care.
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PENSIONS LAW

Clarity on conflicts
There should be no room for confusion. Nigel Carman* argues
that trustees must act in one capacity only.

A

nyone who has anything to do with the
management or administration of a pension
fund will be aware of the duties imposed on
the board of the fund by s7C of the Pension Funds
Act. Relevant to this article, they will be aware of the
duty which this section imposes to ‘avoid conflicts of
interest’ (TT June-Aug).
They will also no doubt be aware of Circular PF
130 and its injunction that the board and the principal
officer should appreciate that the proper resolution
of any conflict of interest is necessary for promoting
the credibility of the governance of fund; and that it
enhances the trust of both members and beneficiaries
as well as any stakeholders.
Yet experience shows that the duty to avoid
conflicts of interest is often poorly understood. PF 130
is not particularly helpful. It tells us:
In such circumstances the legislation is clear: the
primary obligation of a board member is to act in
the best interests of the fund and the members and
beneficiaries. Where a board member finds himself/
herself in a . . . conflict of interest situation one should
act without regard for one’s personal interests or those
of the entity or persons through which he or she was
appointed.
Rosemary Hunter et al in The Pension Funds Act:
A Commentary is more helpful:
A board member may not place him- or herself in a
position in which he or she has, or may have, a personal

interest which conflicts, or may possibly conflict, with his
or her duty to exercise loyalty to the fund. This duty . . .
is akin to the duty to exercise an independent discretion.

T

he key to a proper understanding of what
constitutes a conflict of interest is to be found
in the last sentence of the passage quoted i.e. the
reference to the duty to exercise an independent
discretion. A conflict of interest is objectionable
because it poses a risk or threat to the duty to act
independently in the best interests of the fund.
In the pension fund world, conflicts of interest arise
and are faced by many of the stakeholders: employerappointed members of the board in relation to their
employer; member-elected trustees in relation to
their electing constituency; sponsoring employers
in relation to their own financial and commercial
interests; professional advisers in relation to other
interests or connection they may have; and service
providers in relation to the products they may wish to
sell. This article focuses on conflicts of interest arising
in the board itself and, in particular, on the so-called
‘structural’ conflict of interest.
The duty to act independently and with an
unfettered discretion is not mentioned in s7C of the
Act or in the Financial Institutions (Protection of
Funds) Act, the most frequently quoted statutes on
the subject of the board’s fiduciary duties. And yet it is
undoubtedly part of our law.
The principle is found in trust law, in company law
and as early as 2001 in the Pension Funds Adjudicator
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irreconcilable with the trustees’ fiduciary obligation to
exercise independent judgement.
The obligation to exercise independent judgment
rests equally on trustees who may have been appointed
by the sponsoring employer. As the judge wrote:
None of the trustees represent the party which appointed
them when they take decisions regarding the fund’s
affairs, nor may they place the views or interests of such
party above the interests of the fund or its members.

Carman . . . duty of independence
determination in Tobin v Motor Industry Pension
Fund. In 2007, Freund AJ handed down the important
judgment in PPWAWU National Provident Fund v
The Chemical, Energy, Paper, Printing, Wood & Allied
Workers Union.
This was a case which concerned the lawfulness
and enforceability of a resolution by the union seeking
to impose obligations on trustees elected or appointed
by the union or its members to manage benefit funds
established by the union. Amongst other things, the
resolution instructed ‘the shop steward trustees to
take mandates from union members of the funds on all
matters that affect them.’
After reviewing relevant case law and legislation in
SA and the UK, the court held that the resolution was
indeed contrary to law and unenforceable. The judge
wrote:
The obligation in terms of clause 10 on members’
trustees, if given effect to, requires them not only to
ascertain the views of the union but also to implement
such views insofar as this lies within their power as
trustees. The irresistible inference, in my view, is that
the resolution purports to require employee trustees
who belong to the union to execute instructions given
to them by the union (in the form of “mandates”) and
has the effect that, if they fail to do so, they are to be
subjected to disciplinary processes. In my view, this is

So how are we to deal with the structural conflict
of interest which the Act introduces by requiring
every fund to have a board consisting of at least four
members, 50% of whom the members of the fund
must be entitled to elect? Inevitably, the remaining
50% are appointed by the employer.
The law seems clear. Trustees will act contrary to
their common law and statutory duties if they act as
an agent for, or in accordance with, a mandate given
either by the employer or by groups of members by
whom they are elected, and if they do not exercise an
independent and unfettered discretion. They must act
independently in the best interests of the fund and its
members and beneficiaries.
Then, the powers and authority vested in the
trustees are vested in them jointly as a body. If the
employer or members of the fund wish to advocate
a particular position or motivate for a particular
decision, they should surely do so themselves and not
ask or instruct any trustee to do so in their place.
To ask the trustee to act in two different capacities
is a fundamentally compromised position. The
trustees should therefore invite the employer or
members concerned, represented by people who are
not members of the board, to address the board as
‘outside’ stakeholders and to motivate their requests
accordingly.
Only in this way will the threat to the
independence of trustees and the inherent structural
conflict of interest be avoided.
n
* Carman is a partner in the law firm Fasken
Martineau, incorporated in SA as Bell Dewar.
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ENVIRONMENT

Lip service on
climate change
Pension funds should be much more assertive on carbon emissions in their
investment strategies, urges John Oliphant*, being sensitive to their impact on
returns, beneficiaries and society as a whole.

T

oo many things are happening around us
that are wrong. Yet sometimes we shy from our
power to make things right.
Earlier this year SA endured rainfalls that were
record-breaking and unseasonal. Economic costs of
the floods were estimated at hundreds of millions of
rand. Many families were displaced and some lost
loved ones.
It is normal that, once in a while, a country
experiences extreme weather-related events. But in
recent years these events have become increasingly
frequent. This suggests that what prominent scientists
had predicted – rising global temperatures due to
anthropogenic activity – is starting to become a
reality. They anticipated the consequence that rising
temperatures would lead to increased intensity and
frequency of extreme weather-related events, for SA as
everywhere else.
Coincidentally, we experienced these events
during the 20th anniversary of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change. Although much
progress has been made under the UNFCCC to
develop frameworks that can assist the global economy

Oliphant . . . shared responsibility
in the transition from being carbon-intensive to lowcarbon, there is a lack of practical commitment.
We know that the earth’s surface has warmed
by 0,85 degrees Celsius over the period 1880-2012.
This is mainly attributed to increased concentration
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases due to
human activity. Its reversal ought to be everyone’s
responsibility, to meet our needs today without
impacting negatively on the ability of future
generations to meet their needs.
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Pension funds can play a meaningful role in the
fight against climate change because much is at
stake for long-term investors. Recent research by
UNEP-FI estimates the annual environmental costs
from worldwide human activity to be about $6,6
trillion, equating to approximately 10% of global
gdp. More than 50% of company earnings could
be at risk from environmental costs in an equity
portfolio weighted according to the MSCI AllCountry World Index.
Given their typically diversified portfolios of
investments, pension funds are long-term universal
owners of companies. The ‘universal owner’ concept
is that there are clear links between the performance
of diversified investment portfolios and the economy
overall.
As such, the sum of the parts of the portfolio
equates broadly to a share of the country’s economy
measured in gdp terms. This then suggests that longterm costs of climate change will somehow be carried
by long-term investors in the form of reduced returns
from investee companies as result of such impacts
as increased taxes, insurance premiums and the
physical costs of disasters. It is therefore in the longterm interest of pension funds to take into account
environmental issues in their long-term investment
strategies.
In fact, pension-fund trustees are obliged to
consider environmental, social and governance (ESG)
issues for incorporation into their strategies. This is
captured in the preamble to Regulation 28, amended
in 2011 specifically to include the ESG requirement.
The UNEP-FI report summarises some practical
steps that could be pursued by institutional investors
like pension funds to mitigate or better manage risks
associated with the environment. Trustees through
their agents should, for example:
u Evaluate impacts and dependence of investee
companies on natural resources;
u Incorporate information on environmental costs
and risks into engagement and voting initiatives
with a view to reduce environmental impacts of
portfolio companies;
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u Encourage rating agencies, analysts and fund
managers to incorporate environmental costs into
their analyses.
Trustees’ lack of action and sense of urgency could
amount to a breach of their fiduciary responsibility
towards funds, as they will appear to be encouraging
irresponsible investing. Investment is irresponsible
when it imposes costs on others today or in the future,
and these costs are neither priced in the market nor
considered in the investment decision.

Investment is
irresponsible when it
imposes costs on others
today or in the future, and
these costs are neither
priced in the market
nor considered in the
investment decision.
As such, trustees have the obligation to consider
all factors that could impact materially on the
sustainability of their funds’ investments in the long
term. Climate change is likely to be an important
factor. Ignoring it will not make it disappear.
n
* Oliphant is principal executive officer of the
GEPF, chair of the Code for Responsible Investing in
SA (CRISA), and a council member of Principles for
Responsible Investing (a global private-sector initiative
in partnership with the United Nations). He was named
Africa’s top emerging leader by Africa Investor in
2013 and Financial Services Person of the Year by the
Principal Officers Association in 2012. He writes in his
personal capacity.
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GRAVY
W

ere you to have read
the latest African Bank
integrated annual report
when it was published in 2013, you’d
have been mightily impressed by the
disclosure levels that show the bank
as pristine. Reading it today, the
report’s comforting assurances on
sustainability are inadequate to the
point of misleading.
Okay, so hindsight is a perfect
science. But annual reports are also
supposed to provide foresight, here to
explain how profits will continue to
be made by extending loans to people
who can’t repay them.
Annual reports should be a
primary trigger for investor action. In
Abil’s case, the 332-page annual report
unfortunately was; just as the credit
ratings were too.

Hlaudi Motsoeng. But I have a
nasty suspicion that they might not
be alone. Neither am I convinced
that CVs are routinely checked for
authenticity.
In the private sector, let
prospective employers beware. In the
public sector, let’s see whether worms
will emerge from the woodwork if
the Government Communication
& Information Service offered a
website facility where profiles of
senior officials included certificates of
qualifications they purport to have.
Just a suggestion that I expect
GCIS will ignore.

being switched by the Kremlin from
KGB to FSB.
This shouldn’t be taken to imply
that there are other similarities with
an organisation closer home.

uuuuu
he term “white minority
capital” is again gaining currency
in our political lexicon, most recently
by Numsa general secretary Irvin
Jim delivering the annual Ruth First
memorial lecture at Wits.
Now we can all understand the
meanings of “white”, “minority”
and “capital”. But “white minority
capital”? What on earth is that,
having regard to where the pension
uuuuu
ow’s this for a measure of the
savings of Numsa members are
difference between the presidencies invested?
of Nelson Mandela and Jacob Zuma?
In 1996, following the withdrawal uuuuu
n a running band below its news
of the National Party from
uuuuu
aul Erdman, renowned author
broadcasts, the Al Jazeera TV
government, President Mandela
of bestsellers on the theme of
announced the first all-ANC cabinet. channel keeps recording the names
financial intrigue (The Silver Bears,
of its three journalists and the length
He took the NP’s withdrawal as an
The Panic of ’89 etc), turned his hand opportunity to reduce the number of of time they’ve spent in an Egyptian
to writing novels during a prison stint cabinet members to 25, he said, “in
prison. The idea is to serve as a
for fraud at the Swiss bank he’d run.
order to save public funds”. Compare constant reminder.
He professed that the adjustment
In similar vein, it’s noted that the
this with the new cabinet appointed
from banker to novelist was easy
suspension of John Oliphant as GEPF
by President Zuma that has 74
because of the experience he’d gained in members.
principal executive officer is about to
writing fiction for bank annual reports.
hit its first anniversary.
Too frequently, the legacy of
Mandela is revered in words and
uuuuu
uuuuu
reversed in actions.
hen it comes to fiction,
eer must be good for you,” a
CVs are much in the news
little boy tells his friend. “My
uuuuu
he
notorious
Russian
spy
service
following the hullabaloo over the
daddy says that the more he drinks
has been renamed, its initials
ANC’s Pallo Jordan and the SABC’s
the prettier my mommy becomes.” n
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We know how
your clients
can give their
staff more than
a pay cheque.
LIBER8 SMART provides employees with retirement
savings, life and disability benefits, as well as employee
benefits in two simple decisions.

With Liber8 Smart, two decisions and a set monthly fee will provide your client’s employees with
retirement savings, life and disability benefits, as well as employee benefits. So ask your clients to
make two simple decisions: how much do they want to contribute to their employees’ pension,
and do they want to do it. To give your clients the Liberty advantage, contact our call centre
on 0860 222 322 or visit www.libertycorporate.co.za.

The Advantage of Knowing

Liberty Group Ltd – an authorised financial services provider in terms of the FAIS Act (Licence No. 2409).Terms and conditions apply.

WHO REALLY
GETS YOU TO
THE CHURCH
ON TIME?
Your trusty alarm clock has probably been responsible for
you making some of the most important engagements of
your life. And yet, who ever stops to think about just
how much you trust every second it keeps for you?
Truth is, the things you trust most never stop working
to earn it.
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To find out how Coronation can earn your trust, speak to
your financial advisor or visit www.coronation.com

Coronation Asset Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider. Trust is Earned TM.

